tools
trade
of
the

Playaway offers a different
way to take your summer
reading on vacation—
hanging from a lanyard
around your neck. Smaller
than a PDA and lighter
than a cell phone, each

Playaway—A Book on a
Lanyard

Playaway book is actually
a very lightweight MP3
player loaded with the full
text of a novel or work of
nonfiction. A single AAA
battery will get you
through the whole reading, and there’s no need to
use a computer to purchase, download, or store
the book—each player is
preloaded with a single
work. The controls are
very simple. The power
button and pause/play will
remember where you were
when you turned the unit
56
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off. There are volume up
and down buttons, a simple equalizer, and a speed
button that offers a normal, fast, and fastest reading speed. The fastest is
useful for searching by
fast-forwarding. The forward and back buttons let
you jump ahead and back
a chapter at a time. The
digital display is a little
too small, but it does
show the chapter, time left
to complete the current
chapter, and how much is
left on the battery. The
books are expensive, but
there’s a return policy that
will get you a 50% discount on your next book.
www.playaway.com

The Ergonizer™ from
Ergotech gets some of the
clutter off your desk but
keeps gadgets like cell
phones and PDAs within
reach. You can also keep a
pen or hang your headset,
key ring, even photos,
right alongside your monitor. There are three
models—the Mini, Slimline, and Deluxe. The

Deluxe attaches to flatpanel monitors and
includes a six-inch-wide
white board with erasable
marker, LED work light,
Post-It pad pedestal, and
dual-port USB hub for
synching and charging
phones, MP3s, and wireless headsets. The Slimline
has a two-inch-wide selfstick note board and dualport USB hub. Visit
www.theergonizer.com for
images of the different
configurations possible
with each unit.
As the price of gas drives

more and more commuters and visitors to
public transportation,
Google has modified
Google Maps to supplement your highway GPS
system. The new Google
Transit lets you use
Google maps to get stepby-step transit directions
in your town or for an
area you plan to visit. The
information shows locations as well as station
information and schedules. The system is still
under development, so
there are only about 50
cities currently available,

The Ergonizer

Tech Forum

Looking Elsewhere ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ IN THE MONTH OF MAY, GOOGLE led the search market

engine. It’s different from Google because it uses natural

with a 68.3% share. Yahoo trailed with a 20% share, and

language instead of keyword searches, and, for the time

Microsoft, still trying to cannibalize its nearest competitor,

being, it only searches the Wikipedia site. Despite the

was out near the horizon with 5.9% (numbers from

new algorithm, some have speculated that Powerset was
not so much debuted as it was offered up for sale to

Hitwise.com).
There are a number of other popular search sites.
Ask.com, for instance, pulled a 4.2% share, but when you

maybe #2 or #3 in the sweeps.
Whatever the plan, Powerset does remind us of two

look up the face of the mountain, you might wonder why

basic questions related to search: Are key word searches

others would be tempted to get into a competition that

limited, and are searches that use structured sentences

seems already over. Google is building server farms the

practical?
As noted, Powerset only searches the content on the

size of small cities.
Nevertheless, in May, Powerset launched a new search

Wikipedia site. Danny Sullivan, editor of the blog Search
continued on next page

most centered around
transit systems like BART
and Caltrain in California,
MARTA in Atlanta, and
the MTA in Baltimore.
Four Canadian cities are
on the list, as well as scattered listings in France,
Italy, and the U.K. The
query form has the usual
Start and Destination
fields, but you also fill in
date and times to sort the
schedules. At www.google.
com/transit you can check
the localities served and
click on a YouTube tutorial
at the “Learn about transit
on Google Maps” link.
Mozilla’s Firefox 3.0
browser is not only free,
but, according to The Wall
Street Journal Online, it’s
also “the best Web browser out there right now,
[topping] the current versions of both Internet
Explorer and Safari in fea-

tures, speed, and security.”
With improvements to
its JavaScript engine, Firefox 3 will run Web applications like Google Mail
and Zoho Office at twice
the speed they would run
on Firefox 2. There are a
number of improvements
to security. A single click
on the website’s icon in
the location bar will tell
you who owns the site
and whether your connection is protected from
eavesdropping. If you
land on a site that is
known to install viruses,
spyware, Trojans, or other
malware, you’ll be
warned. There’s a new

Web Forgery Protection
page, error pages that
clearly explain the problem when you encounter
a site with an invalid SSL
certificate, and a system
to secure add-on updates.
And there’s a long list of
improvements that make
Version 3 easier to use. A
full page zoom lets you
zoom in and out of entire
pages, scaling the layout,

text, and images—or only
the text size. Your settings
are remembered when
you return. There’s better
bookmark management,
with a Smart Bookmarks
Folder that lets you access
recently bookmarked and
tagged pages as well as
more frequently visited
pages. With the Location
Bar and auto-complete,
you type in all or part of
the title, tag, or address of
a page to see a list of
matches from your history and bookmarks. Check
out the many other new
features and download
your copy of Firefox 3.0 at
www.mozilla.com.
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continued from p. 57
Engine Land, is a little skeptical
about Powerset’s future. He was
quoted on The New York Times blog,
explaining that “analyzing the meaning of pages, as Powerset does,
demands so much computing power
that the company is unlikely to be
able to index the entire Web any time
soon.”
But putting aside the company’s
intentions and the interest of others
to possibly add the new tool to their
offerings, let’s close the gift horse’s

the Images in the article. The thumb-

something called QDEXing instead of

mouth and take it for a ride.

nails are links, and there’s generous

the normal indexing of key word

Let’s start with a homework ques-

use of yellow highlighting throughout

searches. Hakia also tends to

tion. At www.powerset.com, ask: How

the pages to either show the way to

arrange answer pages categorically.

did Ben Franklin die?

your specific request or to link you to

Some of its “Galleries” are very

other sections or other articles on

handy if you have several questions

Wikipedia.

about a similar topic. If you like the

The response appears at the top
left of the response page. Ben
Franklin: Cause of Death in bold type

Take the Guided Tour on the

has the single word in a large font

Powerset home page to get a sense

immediately below. The word

of how this all works. Better yet, take

Finally, there’s ChaCha, a mobile

Pneumonia is the answer, and it’s a

some time to do some searches. Try

search engine that lets anyone with

hyperlink to the Wikipedia general

items you remember searching in the

a mobile phone call or text a ques-

article on the health condition.

past to get an idea how this search

tion and get an answer a few min-

it at www.hakia.com.

engine organizes the material on

utes later. You either text your

related articles about Franklin, with

Wikipedia. In fact, the greatest

question to CHACHA [242242] and

some text in each paragraph high-

strength of this new search engine is

receive a text answer, or you dial

lighted in yellow that refers to

the way it collects and organizes

(800) 2CHACHA, ask your question in

Franklin’s death. You can get the

material into what it calls dossiers.

conversational English, and listen to

source of the highlighted text by click-

With semantic highlighting and hyper-

the response when it comes a short

ing through to the other Wikipedia

links, these dossiers are very useful.

time later. There’s a “live search

Below that, there’s a long list of

guide,” a real person, at the other

articles that contain the text.
Hakia and ChaCha

end of the line reading or listening to

three other tools appear on the

Now that you’re in the mood to try

your search query. You might expect

pages. On the right side there’s

something other than Google,

normal questions like “Where is the

something called the Article Outline

there are two other search engines

closest Starbucks?” or “Is it going to

box, and it has two choices: Outline

that have unusual approaches for

snow upstate tomorrow?” But that’s

or Factz. They both provide outlines

those willing to ask questions of a

not what you’ll find on the demo

and links. The Factz option lists the

computer.

page at www.chacha.com. One of the

As you navigate around the topic,

58

idea of natural language queries, try

outline in word/phrase format. On

Hakia describes itself as “A new

the left side of the pages you will

Semantic Search Engine dedicated to

person drink a gallon of milk in an

often see an Explore Factz box and

quality.” Actually, it’s been around

hour without throwing up?”

something called a Mini Viewer. The

since 2004, and as a semantic-

Mini Viewer box offers an abbreviat-

based search tool it uses the struc-

ensconced at the top of the moun-

ed view of the article that can be

tures of language as well as fuzzy

tain, but as it has always been, noth-

scrolled and expanded, and there’s

logic (intelligent guessing) and

ing in the digital world stands still.

also a linear view of thumbnails of all

advanced mathematics to create

Just ask Alta Vista.
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stranger sample questions is, “Can a

Right now, Google might be

■

